Hypermine Litepaper (July 2022)
1. Welcome to Hypermine!
The mission of Hypermine is to offer a dynamic, exciting and community-driven ecosystem to
Binance Smart Chain and the new and fresh PulseChain community.
At Hypermine we will build on the previous successes of its predecessor, Powermine, which ran
successfully on the IOST blockchain. Powermine was the forerunner to the now successful
‘Growth DeFi’ ecosystem on Fantom, Avalanche and Binance Smart Chain.
Hypermine will channel the spirit of Powermine on both Binance Smart Chain and PulseChain providing an exciting approach for exposure to cryptocurrencies, while incorporating Growth
DeFi’s established and developed products into its treasury-owned assets.
This Litepaper introduces some key details on Hypermine as a high-level overview.

2. Introducing the HMINE token
o The native token of Hypermine will be HMINE.
o There will be a fixed maximum supply of 200,000 HMINE
o

o

HMINE will be distributed as follows:
o

2 x pre-launch Sacrifice Rounds (50,000 HMINE per round)

o

100 x post-launch Standard Rounds (1000 HMINE per round)

Fair launch – there are no HMINE tokens being allocated to the Hypermine Core
Management Team prior to launch.

Pre-Launch Sacrifice Rounds: The Sacrifice Rounds will happen prior to the main launch. This
will provide early-stage investors with the best opportunity to acquire HMINE at the lowest
price intervals. This will also seed initial capital for the Treasury Bankroll prior to launch, as the
basis for investments to pursue returns post-launch [Please note the Disclaimer].
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The Sacrifice Rounds will comprise the sale of 100,000 HMINE tokens in total, on a first-come,
first-serve basis. The Sacrifice Rounds will be held on Binance Smart Chain (BSC).
The following assets can be used to acquire HMINE: MOR, DAI, USDC, BUSD, BNB, and SAFE
Once the Sacrifice Rounds have finished, the Standard Rounds of HMINE token distribution will
commence post-launch.
Token Prices
Sacrifice Rounds (pre-launch)
o

The price of HMINE in Sacrifice Round 1 will be $6 USD

o

The price of HMINE in Sacrifice Round 2 will be $6.50 USD

Standard Rounds (post-launch)
HMINE will then launch at a price of $7 in Standard Round 1 and tokens will increase in price
by $3 in each subsequent round over a linear scaling system until all are sold.

o

Token Allocations
The allocation of HMINE revenues from the token distribution will be as follows:
o

2.5% to Growth DeFi ‘SAFE’ token holders

o

7.5% to Core Management Team (including Hypermine operational costs)

o

10% to HMINE token stakers as dividends: 70% as instant dividends and 30% which grows in
a pool. 25% of that pool is also paid out daily to HMINE stakers.

o

80% to HMINE Treasury Bankroll
Hypermine - Token Distribution




HMINE will be distributed as follows:
o

100,000 HMINE will be distributed in two Sacrifice Rounds (50,000 HMINE in each)
with all tokens priced at $6 USD (Round 1) and $6.50 USD (Round 2).

o

100,000 HMINE will then be distributed in one hundred Standard Rounds. The first
1000 HMINE will be priced at $7 USD in Round 1, and HMINE will then increase in
price by $3 USD in each round thereafter.

100% fair launch – zero HMINE tokens will be allocated to the Core Management Team
prior to the Sacrifice Rounds. The Management Team will be required to purchase HMINE
tokens, in the Sacrifice Rounds and Standard Rounds, the same as everyone else.
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3. The Hypermine Core Management Team
Hypermine will be managed by a Core Management Team consisting of four multi-sigs.
Each signatory is an experienced practitioner in the crypto space, and well-respected member of
the existing Growth DeFi community.
o

Ghost: CEO (Powermine and Growth DeFi Co-creator)

o

Miktrone: Chief Investment Lead (Powermine and Growth DeFi Co-creator)

o

Miko: Chief Marketing Lead (Powermine and Growth DeFi OG)

The Core Management Team will be assisted by a wider support pool of experts in DeFi smart
contracts, UI/UX, marketing, promotion, and communications.

4. Hypermine Operations
Treasury Bankroll: The core objective of Hypermine is to build and then grow a Treasury
Bankroll. This will consist of assets held and managed by Hypermine and will be pursued in two
primary ways:
(a) The sale of HMINE tokens – which can be purchased with $DAI

(b) Generating returns on investments held by the Treasury Bankroll

Treasury Bankroll Initial Funding: The main objective of the HMINE distribution phase is to
fund the Treasury Bankroll. The Core Management Team will have responsibility to determine
how the Treasury Bankroll is used over time to try and create returns for HMINE holders.
Capital raised will be held within the multi-sig wallet, managed by the Core Management Team.
An initial indication of the Treasury Bankroll asset allocation structure is:
o

60% of assets held in stablecoins (DAI, MOR, USDC - held in LP pairs or single asset staking)
and tokenized commodities (gold (PAXG), silver, oil, including perpetual futures etc)

o

40% of assets held under active management and focussed on higher risk/higher potential
return plays – which may include e.g. more volatile crypto assets.

The highest potential profit driver for Hypermine will be holding yield-generating crypto assets
and investments that are both high risk but with the potential for extremely high potential
returns.
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The Core Management Team maintain the right to vary the above ratios to take advantage of
changing market risks and opportunities over time. The reader should also note the Disclaimer
at the end of this Litepaper.

5. Hypermine UX/UI
Hypermine will offer the following core functionality for HMINE holders through the platform:
o

Staking Pool: Hypermine will operate a ‘Staking Pool’. This is where HMINE token holders
can stake their tokens for their share of the total returns generated by the Treasury
Bankroll. Initial purchases of HMINE are automatically staked.

o

There will be a 20% unstaking penalty as a disincentive to sell HMINE tokens, of which 50%
will be burned instantly and the other 50% will be sent to Treasury Bankroll to be held
unstaked.

o

Swap Pool: A Swap Pool will be available. This will be manually filled for HMINE holders to
swap their HMINE for $DAI. The buyback price will be 60% of the current exchange rate.

o

Loans: Loans will be available as an option for those who want to take out a fixed loan on
their HMINE at a 60% LTV ratio. Loan periods will be fixed at 30 days and will have a 10%
monthly interest rate applied (120% annually).

6. HMINE Holder VIP Rich List
Hypermine will also operate a VIP Rich List for HMINE holders. This will be a special reward pool
of HMINE that will be staked to generate extra bonus dividends for distribution to the top
HMINE holders.
o There will be 50 places on the Rich List, corresponding with the Top 50 holders of HMINE.
o Places 1-10 inclusive will be ‘Rhodium’ holders and will receive 75% of the bonus dividend
shared between them. Places 11-20 inclusive will be ‘Iridium’ holders and will receive 25% of
the bonus dividend shared between them,
o Places 21-50 inclusive will not qualify for the extra dividend.
o HMINE for the Rich List will be purchased using funds from the Core Management Team.

7. Value Proposition
The concept for Hypermine is to be a community-owned asset pool; one that holds a large
majority of its backing in stablecoins as long-term yielding assets but with a significant
proportion of assets available to invest in pursuit of extremely high returns.
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The vision of Hypermine is therefore to create an ever-growing basket of crypto assets with
different risk profiles, yielding returns for HMINE holders and benefitting from leading expertise
and management experience.

8. Conclusion
With a move to head back to our Powermine roots and improve on what worked before, with all
the experience and lessons learned along the way, Hypermine will be the start of something
truly exciting.
Matching a creative and devoted management team with a passionate community is all that’s
needed to build something revolutionary and rewarding.

CONTRACT ADDRESSES (BINANCE SMART CHAIN)
HMINE Token = 0xBC7A48dE21b14Ce7fccCe8b35c04B82e4c81578B
HMINE DEX = 0x1578AC75E0Ae23bFB820bEFF5E4C9Ff7dF040689

DISCLAIMER [PLEASE READ]
1. Hypermine.club is not a financial product. Hypermine.club is a decentralised gaming application for
entertainment purposes only.
2. No information provided on Hypermine.club or any affiliated channels should be considered investment advice, financial advice, trading advice, or any other form of advice.
3. We do not accept any responsibility for personal financial losses associated with purchasing $HMINE
tokens and/or interacting with Hypermine.club.
4. You may incur losses that exceed your principal invested. This could be 100% of the sum invested.
5. By choosing to purchase $HMINE tokens and interact with Hypermine.club you hereby acknowledge
this Disclaimer and that you are proceeding entirely at your own risk, without advice, and that no
financial returns to you whatsoever are guaranteed as a result.
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